God is the biggest comedian ever.. oh let me give you choice, wait, you don’t have
any choice.. you die as your choice is really my choice. This goes to the statement
that your reality is truth to you based on your choices. One of the fundamental
beliefs of Christians is that God gave humans choice. Logically, that would mean
choice, gives one something to choose from with a minimum of 2 things; A verses B
which translates into perhaps good verses evil, or apple verses pear.
Adam and Eve – was it God or Satan that tempted Eve... maybe God had to play the
good guy and use Satan as the motivator; do this or the “bad angel” will get you.....
So perhaps it was God that tempted Eve. And God said: “C’mon Eve, the fruit is not
that bad, go ahead and try it... go ahead... try it, you will like it!!!” Adam and Eve had a
another choice to have babies and “populate” the earth. That same choice was given
to the blacks in Africa or any of those countries/races that some think are “under
privileged.” Humans still have that choice today. Along came God’s approval of
incest and the first male harem. Eve was in her glory – Adam, Seth, Cain, Abel.. and
others perhaps. Perhaps incest was the first hereditary disease in order to keep
populating the earth.
God would have known full well what choice Adam and Eve would make. After all
God created all. So before giving choice to Adam and Eve, it undoubtedly gave
choice to the spirit world. Logically, choice was available to the spirit realm for the
alleged Satan to go awry. To have choice, God would have had to create the good,
the bad, the tree of knowledge – everything that encompasses “important” decisions
that humans and/or the spirit world would then make. If God truly was so great,
why could it not control what it designed and created?
God, the creator of all, would have known the implications of choice. Choice A
verses choice B; the result is all on you, which leads to the path you created in life
(even for Satan). One’s life then, is a result of the choices one makes. It is
oxymoronic then, to put rules into place when you are the one that initiated choice.
Choice is freedom – freedom to create your own life. Without choice you remove
freedom. So the choices one makes, (applicable in the spirit realm) creates one’s
reality. The removal of choice equals one reality. God’s one reality; either do it this
way or you die. Answer me this – why would God have created choice in the first
place? The Almighty would have to have known that Satan or Eve would act out and
have his/her little rebellion. Rebellion can only occur if there is choice. No choice,
no rebellion.
God insisted by means of it’s rule book, the bible, that if you don’t follow it, you shall
die. Then what, the Almighty God gave humans another choice? Yes, accept my son
or you die. What did God do to the rebellious Satan and it’s colleagues? Banished
them from something I guess. So, God gave man a shot at choice again by sending
his son. So the Lord God said: “wait just an infinite moment, I didn’t do a good job
myself with choice and look at my failure with Satan; let me see if my miracle son can
do better.” Was it God’s plan for Jesus to fulfill the “choice” aspect? God being God
and creator of all had the power to make many sons. God perhaps thought; hmmm,

let me test my son Jesus and see if he chooses to sin – which goes to; did Jesus ever
sin? Did Jesus have a choice to come here or was he forced? Did God say: “son, go
down to earth now or I am taking away your PlayStation?” So was Jesus given
choice? Then Jesus in an effort to save the little humans forced or manipulated
humans by letting them know that if they followed and believed in him, they will
receive the prize of eternal life but if they don’t – oooopps, everlasting destruction.
Even Jesus removed choice from the game. That is like saying to a vegetarian – eat
meat, or you die. I guess the determining factor would be whether one had a gun to
the head or not. Then the vegetarian would have to make a “choice” whether or not
to continue in this physical experience.
I will use the analogy of restaurants. The only way to get you to come or return to a
restaurant is to give choice on the menu. Can you imagine how busy a restaurant
would be if they were the only restaurant with choice by means of a menu with so
much variety? And then you have further choices; some good, some not so good.
You ate “xxx” and got ill, so now what? You have a choice not to eat that again. You
say to yourself, I will make a better choice next time. That could be applied to
relationships; this one didn’t work out, now I know what I don’t want! The
spawning of democracy.
So, without choice and using the restaurant analogy; as an owner/partner, you can’t
expand your restaurant, you can’t grow your restaurant, you can’t pay the bills from
the restaurant... soon you are out of business and no trips to Mexico. Why? Because
no one will come or return to your restaurant unless there is “choice.” That is why
the restaurant always has to change the menu or offer more choice. That goes to
more choice by having restaurants of different types of food and services.
Humans, always needing something different to keep the expansion going seem to
need a different mate, different sex, different food, a different wine. Humans are
always saying; “I need more choices, this house isn’t good enough, I need a better
car, I need more shoes, I need different clothes. It is all about expanding one’s self.
Then when you are at the next level, you have a drive to get to the next level (kind of
like the game Pacman...) – why play the game unless you can get to the next level –
well unless you can use cheat codes. Though, if you use cheat codes, it’s not as much
fun. This could be applied to working one’s way up the ladder in a corporation or
your place of employment. The point being is that there has to be initiative and/or
expansion. It is inherent that humans need to grow. That is what gives rise to the
“ambition” or drive to expand. Again that is innate within the human spirit because
energy cannot stand still, it always must expand. Energy can never go back, only
forward. It is about choice, the moment you remove choice, nothing can grow or
expand.
We all want something we can’t have – that is the basis for expansion. That is what
makes us grow. Maybe that is why there always has to be slaves because they need
somewhere to go, something to achieve. If you are always a master, you would be
bored as well. That is why some perhaps crash, as we are always a slave to

something. That is why there will always be lesser and greater ones. The ones at
the bottom are always looking at something the other has.
Back to this point; God created humans in it’s image’s image. GOD, the all perfect
being, all loving and awesome... now needs some entity (you humans) to add to it’s
conquest for happiness. Now that is one sorry ass pathetic god. Really? God made
man in it’s image.. a whiny creature that always wants more and more – a creature
that is never satisfied! What does that say about God? Perhaps God is whiny, a
comedian at best.
If God made man in it’s image, and to give man choice, then God had to be both good and evil leading to God and Satan. God had to be both good and bad to give
choice. So that means that God is Satan, God is evil, God is love, God is good - 10
ways God loves you turns into 10 ways God hates you.
One has to think that one really wants to taste the forbidden fruit in order to know if
one would like it or not. The more someone is told they can’t have something, the
more they want it. That is human and spiritual nature - it must exist to initiate
expansion and growth. It is innate within everything.
So then, apparently Eve chopped down that tree and said to God: “You deceived me
into thinking it was something I wanted....” God replied: “No, I gave you choice and
you created your destiny and your path in life, all because of ..... choice.”
Every thought is born in duality. You have a choice – your choice, your reality, your
truth. Sin/Karma is the physical and energetic consequences of the choices you
make.

